
Memorandum 

 

TO: Tom Kirk, President 

FROM: Tom Gaffey, Director of Recycling & Enforcement 

RE: Recycling Programs at SCRRRA and HRRA 

DATE:  August 10, 2021  

              

DEEP, in discussion with MIRA management suggested regional authorities have initiated successful and 
innovative diversion programs that could benefit MIRA in its efforts to minimize waste disposal volumes. 
The purpose of this Memorandum is to report on the various programs initiated by Regional authorities, 
specifically SCRRRA and the HRRA and to investigate whether those programs may offer opportunities 
for CSWS contract municipalities. This report is based on research, observations and discussions with 
authority principals, including Dave Aldridge (SCRRRA Executive Director) and Jen Heaton-Jones (HRRA 
Executive Director).  

SCRRRA 

SCRRRA has a unique financial advantage typically unavailable to MIRA and other municipalities. It has 
greatly benefitted from the $55 million invested after the defeasance of their bonds. This was made 
possible by an extraordinarily advantageous long term energy sales contract (23 cents per kwh). SCRRRA 
has a $3-4 million budget per year but have nearly the same $55 million balance they had when their 
bonds were defeased with fairly conservative investments.  

Current efforts focus on improving the quality of recycling and trying to get an organics program started. 
Dave Aldridge noted the irony of SCRRRA building a waste-to-energy plant thirty years ago to dispose of 
all their MSW and now spending all of their time trying not to send anything there. They have also tried 
to push Pay As You Throw (PAYT) but have had very limited success. 

SCRRRA Programs 

Composting 

SCRRRA tried to get a composting demonstration project in Stonington permitted utilizing 100 yards of 
material and were initially told by DEEP that it would take 8 to 10 weeks. After several weeks DEEP told 
SCRRRA that they would not approve the Gore cover that was proposed due to the fact that it contained 
a PFAS substance although SCRRRA brought in a scientist from Germany who confirmed that the 
molecular structure of the substance was so large it could not be osmosed. After 37 weeks DEEP finally 
approved the demonstration project after SCRRRA said that they would use a bio cover instead of the 
Gore cover.  

SCRRRA also received a CTE grant enabling them to go into the schools and teach them how to reduce 
food waste and hook them up with food diversion as part of source separation for composting starting 
in October of this year. 



SCRRRA also purchases compost bins (both $45 backyard and $6 countertop sizes) directly from the 
manufacturer and sells them to residents from member towns below cost. 

The composting program is in the planning phase so SCRRRA has yet to realize any reduction or 
diversion of MSW.  

PAYT 

PAYT is present in SCRRRA in the town of Stonington. Dave Aldridge confirmed that Stonington’s 
program does work but they are unique because they have a local hauler that still picks up bags by hand 
town-wide. That is the only town in SCRRRA where the hauler does not have automated arms picking up 
MSW.  Dave does think that the limited data available shows their residential tonnage is about ½ the 
volume per capita as the average SCRRRA town. However, SCRRRA sends as much of a per capita MSW 
subsidy to Stonington as they do to any other member town due to the fact that their commercial waste 
makes up 60% of their total MSW deliveries.  

Montville tried to start a bag program at their transfer station and even offered to give 52 bags per year 
free to residents to get the program started. About 40% of the residents take their trash to the transfer 
station instead of having curbside pickup and their virulent opposition to the program stopped it dead in 
its tracks. Dave said that he has never witnessed as many angry people. The Mayor of New London tried 
to launch PAYT and said that he has never seen any program prompt such negative passion as the bag 
program has. Sprague does have a bag program at their transfer station but it’s a tiny town of maybe 
4000 people. 

Recycling Education 

SCRRRA has a very active educational outreach (limited during COVID) to teach people how to recycle 
right. SCRRRA’s recycling coordinator goes out to schools throughout the year to teach students and 
staff what belongs in the recycling bin and what they should leave out. Paid SCRRRA staff present 
education programs to service clubs (Rotary, Lions, Elks, etc.) and garden clubs in the evenings. Staff 
members also conduct programs at various outdoor community events in their member towns. 

HHW and Paper Shredding Events 

SCRRRA funds these combined events at member towns’ high schools. HHW events costs are in the 
$20,000/event range and shredding costs are $600 per truck for a four hour event. These combined 
events used to attract about 300 cars but the most recent event at Groton High School had 837 cars. The 
increased participation has now required two shredding trucks per event. 

Wood Grinding 

SCRRRA has sent its Wood Grinder and operator to all of it member town transfer stations. They grind 
up 80,000 yards of wood chips per year, half that is used by the towns as mulch. SCRRRA pays for 
hauling the excess 40,000 yards of chips at $100,000 per year. The wood grinding program is very 
popular with the member towns. Recall CRRA investigated a wood grinder program with infrastructure 
to be made available to member towns at cost. However, there was insufficient town interest. 

 

 



HRRA 

In addition to small quantities of grant dollars that they apply for each year, HRRA’s revenue structure is 
mainly comprised of the following buckets: 

 $2.00 per ton on member towns MSW deliveries amounting to $260,000 p/y 

 Registration and permitting of all haulers and their vehicles amounting to $150,000 p/y 

 $5.00 per ton fee for recycling amounting to $40,000 p/y 

 Education subsidy from Oakridge at $24,000 p/y 

 Student Billboard contest sponsorships from private haulers at $20,000 p/y 

Annual revenues cover the cost of the Executive Director and one other staff member in addition to 
healthcare, defined benefit pension and overhead. 

HRRA Programs 

Separated Glass Collection  

HRRA implemented a separate glass collection program for glass approved by DEEP. All of their 14 
member towns offer glass collection separate from the single stream recycling at their local transfer 
stations. Residents who participate are instructed to bring their glass separate to the transfer stations 
where they put the glass in a 20 yard container that has doghouse covers with holes.  Oakridge, HRRA’s 
transportation contractor was delivering glass loads to Strategic in South Windsor and getting paid $10 
per ton but Strategic was rejecting some of their separated glass loads. Oakridge now has a deal with 
Urban Mining in Shelton where they are getting paid less than $10 per ton for the separated glass but 
most loads are being accepted. Urban Mining grinds the glass to make Pozzotive which is concrete 
material with 50% less embodied carbon. The benefit of collecting glass separate is avoiding 
contamination with paper, ceramics and organics and achieving the specification that processors like 
Urban Mining require. Data to demonstrate the success of PAYT for diversion and per capita generation 
reduction has not yet been made available. 

HRRA, MIRA and SCRRRA might be able to collaborate on locating hubs where separated glass loads 
could be delivered and aggregated prior to shipment to Urban Mining such as MIRA’s Watertown and 
Essex transfer stations which are proximate to those regional authorities. Prior to looking at the 
feasibility of such an arrangement, MIRA would have to come to an agreement with Murphy Road 
Recycling, our current transfer station operators and get DEEP approval. 

PAYT 

Most of the HRRA towns do a PAYT bag program at their transfer stations but residents use store bought 
bags as opposed to buying bags from the towns or HRRA. Charges vary per town but typically bags that 
contain 13-15 gallons are $2 per bag and 55 Gallon bags are $3.50. New Fairfield charges $1 for a small 
bag and $2 for a large bag for both recycling and garbage. Data to demonstrate the success of PAYT for 
diversion and per capita generation reduction has not yet been made available. 

Organics Program 

Five of the HRRA transfer stations accept separate organics collections and send that material to New 
Milford, New England Composting in Danbury and Quantum Biopower in Southington. Cost to residents 



varies from town to town. Ridgefield and Newtown are free while New Fairfield charges $2 per bucket 
and Bridgewater charges $3 per bucket and Redding charges 10 cents per pound. 

HRRA just submitted two grant applications to begin on-site composting projects rather than send the 
material off-site. The Town of Ridgefield has a leaf pile and HRRA is working with a professional 
composter to teach public works employees how to incorporate the nitrogen into the carbon and get 
the correct ratio. That composting project will be run on solar power if HRRA is awarded the grant. Data 
to demonstrate the success of PAYT for diversion and per capita generation reduction has not yet been 
made available. 

E-waste and Paper Shredding & HHW Collection 

HRRA sponsors E-waste collections in conjunction with paper shredding events at high schools in the 
member towns. E-waste is taken by Take 2, a Waterbury Company, at no charge and the paper 
shredding vendor charges $75 per hour.  

Household Hazardous Waste events are run separately. HHW event costs range from $32,000 to 
$60,000 and member towns are billed per the number of their residents that deliver HHW. Jen reported 
that HHW events average 750 cars per event. Three events are held in the spring and three in the fall. 
Towns that host collections have the most participants and in turn, get the highest bill.  

Recall that MIRA funded and staffed both E-waste collections and paper shredding events for many 
years. Those events were paid through the MSW tipping fees and MIRA had the requisite staff to 
conduct these events. 

Extended Producer Responsibility of Gas Cylinders and Tires 

HRRA through Jen Heaton-Jones was a leading proponent for state legislation requiring EPR for gas 
cylinders and tires similar to existing programs for paint and mattresses. MIRA supported her in this 
effort as did the CT Recyclers Coalition and CT DEEP. Although the bill passed out of the Environment 
Committee, it met heavy industry opposition and died last session. 

Separating Shredded Paper and Plastic Wrap  

HRRA has worked with towns to have separate collections for shredded paper and dry clean plastic wrap 
to get both out of single stream and MSW. They have partnered with Oakridge and use a container for 
the plastic wrap called the “Rack & Pack” which is a simple metal frame with perforated bags so they can 
pack the plastic wrap down and let the air out. It ends up being a five to six foot sausage roll and the 
towns put it on a top of a compactor or roll-off and bring it to Oakridge. However, HRRA just found out 
that Oakridge has been just throwing it out with the MSW for over a year now. Oakridge explained that 
the low volume of that plastic film from the town transfer stations does not support the cost of baling it. 
HRRA, MIRA and SCRRRA may be able to collaborate to locate a hub where this material can be sent for 
baling.  

 Our initial evaluation is that the costs of operating and maintaining the balers for a very low volume 
material and inspecting for quality control to ensure the bales meet the TREX specification would exceed 
any incoming revenues. MIRA could also explore baling this material with Murphy Road Recycling. 

 

 



Recycling and Composting Education 

Similar to SCRRRA, HRRA has an active educational outreach programs with schools, libraries and service 
clubs (Rotary, Lions, Elks, etc.). They each have a staff members who presents educational programs to 
school and community events such as local fairs in their regions. The Executive Directors of both 
organizations present education programs, particularly at evening meetings of adult service clubs. 
During COVID HRRA’s education programs were conducted virtually and participation increased 
substantially. 

 MIRA’s “statewide” education authority was transferred to DEEP under PA14-94. However, MIRA 
should consider collaborating with both SCRRRA and HRRA on educational outreach to teach people 
how to recycle correctly. Jen Heaton-Jones recommended that MIRA consider re-opening the museum 
at our Murphy Road site and explore funding sources with HRRA and SCRRRA in addition to available 
grant funds to pay for the programs. 


